The following versions of software and data (see references i O) were used in the production of this report: Percentile scores (ranging between 0-100) for global validation metrics of the entry are shown in the following graphic. The table shows the number of entries on which the scores are based.
Metric
Whole archive (#Entries) Similar resolution (#Entries, resolution range(Å)) In the tables below, the ZeroOcc column contains the number of atoms modelled with zero occupancy, the AltConf column contains the number of residues with at least one atom in alternate conformation and the Trace column contains the number of residues modelled with at most 2 atoms.
Molecule 1 is a DNA chain called 5'-D(*GP*GP*GP*GP*GP*AP*AP*GP*GP*AP*TP*T P*T)-3'.
Mol Chain Residues Atoms ZeroOcc AltConf Trace Molecule 2 is a DNA chain called 5'-D(P*AP*TP*AP*AP*AP*TP*CP*CP*TP*TP*CP*C P*CP*CP*CP*A)-3'. The second graphic shows the sequence view annotated by issues in geometryand electron density.
Mol Chain Residues
Residues are color-coded according to the number of geometric quality criteria for which they contain at least one outlier: green = 0, yellow = 1, orange = 2 and red = 3 or more. A red dot above a residue indicates a poor t to the electron density (RSRZ > 2). Stretches of 2 or more consecutive residues without any outlier are shown as a green connector. Residues present in the sample, but not in the model, are shown in grey. • Molecule 3: DNA polymerase IV Chain A:
Full wwPDB X-ray Structure Validation Report 1S0M N147  I153  M157  N161  V165  I166  D167  D168  E169  D179  P184  I189  K193  L194  K195  K196  L197  G198  I199  N200  I208  E209  M216  I217  K221  I226  S227  L228  D231  E232  Y233  N234  I237  R238  R242  I245  G246  R247  I248  V249  T250  R253   •   N254   L258  K262  I269  E270  Y273  L276  D277  A283  V287  A288  V289  T290  E291  D292  F302  K308  Y312  S313  E314  S315  V316  Q320  K321  I322  L323  E327  R328  R332  I333  G334  V335  R336  K339  F340  I341  GLU  ALA  ILE  GLY  LEU  ASP  LYS  PHE  PHE  ASP  THR • Molecule 3: DNA polymerase IV Chain B: Xtriage's analysis on translational NCS is as follows: The analyses of the Patterson function reveals a signicant o-origin peak that is 42.57 % of the origin peak, indicating pseudo-translational symmetry. The chance of nding a peak of this or larger height randomly in a structure without pseudo-translational symmetry is equal to 2.0016e-04. The detected translational NCS is most likely also responsible for the elevated intensity ratio. The all-atom clashscore is dened as the number of clashes found per 1000 atoms (including hydrogen atoms). The all-atom clashscore for this structure is 16.
All (212) of RSRZ outliers, followed by percent RSRZ outliers for the chain as percentile scores relative to all X-ray entries and entries of similar resolution. The OWAB column contains the minimum, median, 95 th percentile and maximum values of the occupancy-weighted average B-factor per residue. The column labelled`Q< 0.9' lists the number of (and percentage) of residues with an average occupancy less than 0.9.
Mol Chain Analysed <RSRZ> #RSRZ>2 OWAB(Å 2 ) Q<0.9 
